39°	GREAT TRADE ROUTE
"I know you will behave to me like every sort of swine.
But Destiny is on your side. It is fated/3
§
The masses of grey climb and toss and wallow; ravines
go away into them; spurs stand out in redans, giving an
air of insupportable secrecy to the valleys between; hori-
zontal clouds cover their brows, and spread out, parallel
with the earth as if they were ridiculous wigs: . . . They
must have been assumed for the purpose of deluding the
Christians of the ship into thinking that they are somewhere
else. They don't want to be tortured and gassed and shelled
and converted. . . . Going greyer and greyer as the
dawn wells out behind them.
§
I said a minute ago:
"I wonder if they can grow vegetables up there.3* I was
thinking with concern of the healths of the pirates of the
Riff. They are dark-skinned and alert; scrawny; active
fellows. But can they really be healthy without green
vegetables? They gallop their horses about and throw
jereeds—if that's the name for spears—and rifles with
carved stocks into the air at the gallop and catch them again.
But can they really be healthy? Their burnouses blow out
behind them or they rest their rifles on rocks in the ravines
and take pot-shots at obese Spanish officers in yellow
uniforms with worsted epaulets and firemen's helmets
with red shaving-brushes sticking forward from the peaks.
. . . Naughty of them, but fat men should not interfere
with Africa. Or any other men. Always in the end Africa
gets back on them.
No, I suppose those pirates cannot really be healthy—
otherwise the hand of every man would not be against them
and they would have satisfactory forms of government to
negotiate with the Governments of the invaders. . . . They
are, of course, nomads, living on millet, black wheat, cous-
cous, mutton now and then. ... I think that's about alL
. . . My favourite writer on cooking says that you do not

